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R EVIEWS : Rhode Island

I

WENDY RICHMOND: ALONE IN PUBLIC
Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design • Providence, RI • www.risdmuseum.org • Through November 4, 2012

n the late 1930s it was illegal to take photographs in the New York subway system,
but that didn’t stop Walker Evans. With a
small hidden camera, Evans clandestinely documented people lost in thought as they awaited their destinations. Those intimately austere
photographs became Many Are Called, first
published in 1966. Almost fifty years later,
Many Are Called inspired visual artist, educator,
and writer Wendy Richmond to probe layers of
meaning found in private “cocoons” of
thought with one’s phone or computer in public spaces, such as trains, cafés, or libraries.
Spawned by her course taught at RISD,
Alone in Public is a three-channel, black-andwhite video installation that projects faces of
subjects head-on. The video portraits of
Richmond’s friends and acquaintances derive
from the vantage point of their laptop cameras
as they think, create and write in public spaces
such as libraries and cafés. Alone in Public manifests Evans’s formal and thematic influence,

of an individual into a digital
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malized signs of thinking.
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list of verbs (derived from
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eye contact with fellow café dwellers, or
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Attended only by the din of a library or
common language of thought process made
hushed clatter of a café, the oversized heads
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effectively transform the viewer into the “virtumuch distinct from one another in our expresal eye” of their computers, transmuting personsive language of thought, nor from our predeal experience into a very public roaming camcessors documented by Evans. —Leah Triplett
era of sorts that assimilates particular gestures
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DAVID STROMEYER: EQUILIBRIUM: CAREER RETROSPECTIVE
Burlington City Arts • Burlington, VT • www.burlingtoncityarts.org • Through September 8, 2012
avid Stromeyer works on a grand
scale, but he’s frequently inspired by
minute detail: Slice Rock, with its contours of painted steel, took shape after a twoyear exploration of one particular small fieldstone. The resulting sculpture is defined by
intersecting planes highlighted with red paint
that reveal the work’s many facets and entreat
the viewer practically to crawl inside.
This retrospective of Stromeyer’s work
explores numerous dimensions of the
Vermont-based artist’s forty-year career.
Experiments on a more intimate scale fill the
first floor of the gallery, while expansive, lavishly scaled sculptures flow into the busy
pedestrian mall in front and the leafy city park
behind.
Like architect Zaha Hadid, with her swooping, fluid designs, Stromeyer frequently challenges conventional resolutions of straight
lines and flat planes, pushing the limits of
human spatial perception. Some of his experimentations are deliberate and readily apparent,
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David Stromeyer, Facetted Rock, 2004, painted steel, 8'5" x 9' x 11'2".

like Tube Relief, a mixed-media piece that uses
colors and curves to explore the intentional
undulations of a line in space. Others are subtler, utilizing straight edges to create convex
shapes, like the large, angular Plate Rock, or
Facetted Rock, a many-planed quasi-boulder of
steel installed in front of the gallery’s main
entrance. There, it interacts with Church
Street’s own distinctive landscape: large, locally quarried boulders that unite the brick-paved

street with the mountains nearby. Stromeyer’s
brightly colored sculptural forms give
renewed gravitas to their quarried counterpoints, which in turn provoke thoughtful contemplation of the artist’s spatial inquiries and
faux curves.
Other works capitalize on Stromeyer’s talent of bringing life to otherwise unyielding
metal by slicing, bending, deforming and
modeling it to fit his needs. Sometimes the
steel takes on a fluid character, like Relief #6,
formed from metal salvaged from an accident
between a milk truck and a train. Other times,
it creates new silhouettes from seemingly rigid
materials, like the two spiraling twelve-foot
columns that will be seen for the first time in
Burlington’s City Hall Park. In the context of
the retrospective, the works chronicle
Stromeyer’s ongoing evolution as an artist; on
his 200-acre farm in northern Vermont, they
talk freely amongst each other and with the
undulating hills around them.
—Lindsay J. Westley

